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Themed around the idea of transparency, from nylon to latex, silk to plastic and muslin to glass,

Viva Van Story'sÃ‚Â brilliantly-lit shots of the iconic models on the fetish scene (Mosh, Angela

Ryan, Eden Berlin, and more) are distinguished by a host of astonishing new locations, atmospheric

retro moods, and Viva's boundary-pushing eroticism. Everyone who loved Viva's Pinups will love

this collection, while anyone who has not yet discovered Viva will be blown away by the latest work

of the East Coast's leading pinup photographer.
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"Viva Van Story is an accomplished photographer who is being justly acclaimed as a worthy

successor to Bunny Yeager. Van Story is taking the parameters of 'cheesecake' to new levels and

the result (to say the least) is haute-cuisine. Pretty damn hot haute-cuisine, actually!"Ã‚Â 

Ã¢â‚¬â€•Real Detroit Weekly"VVS's photos are graced by the kind of drag strip dames and juice

joint jezebels who populated the men's mags of the 1950sÃ¢â‚¬â€•with a decidedly modern edge.

It's no surprise, then, that with NYC's vibrant burlesque scene, she's the photographer of choice for

a wide range of tassel-twirling temptresses, hot-rod honeys, and tommy gun tarts."Ã‚Â 

Ã¢â‚¬â€•Eroszine

Viva Van StoryÃ‚Â is one ofÃ‚Â the most respected and busiest pin-up photographers in the

country.Ã‚Â HerÃ‚Â work headlined the Detroit Dirty Show, andÃ‚Â she and her imagesÃ‚Â have



been featured in such publications as Bizarre Magazine, Car Kulture Deluxe, Deadbeat

Magazine,Ã‚Â DicE, Edge Detroit, Leg Show, New York Post, Ol' Skool Rodz, Real Detroit Weekly,

ROCKRGRL, Tattoo, and Varla Magazine.Ã‚Â She is based in New York City. Steve Diet Goedde

is an internationally recognized erotic photographerÃ‚Â whose work has been collected inÃ‚Â The

Beauty of Fetish: Volumes I & II. He lives in Los Angeles.

Loved this book. If you are a fan of classic pinup or retro photography you will love it as well. This

book is inviting and a little naughty. Viva has left the door cracked open a bit and allowed my mind

to be a voyeur into her world. She has set the stage and allowed me to create my own fantasy.

There are no words after the intro, just page after page of beautiful women, and yes they do leave a

little to your imagination. Which is the pleasure of this book.My only complaint, and a small one, is

that the book would have been nicer in a larger format.

I've been a follower of Viva Van Story's work since some time now and Sheer is not disappointing at

all. It is not surprise the quality displayed of the photos, Viva has a great style, combining classic

with modern pin-ups and in this book you will appreciate all her experience.Almost every page has a

full page photograph, some of them are double spread; with 11 inches height, you can really look at

all the details. It also worth notice the high-quality of the printing and of the binding.It you are a fan

of pin-ups, this is the one book you should acquire.

awesomnesss! because of viva im picking up a camera and looking forward to this new refound

exposure of quality! im a fan and so happy to finally be interested in a hobby my lady friend and I

can enjoy together. Scouting out locations for expressive naughtyness pictorials! maybe viva can

write an introduction to my book one day? buy this book!

I bought her first book Bullet Bras and Backseat and fell in love with Viva Van Story's style!!! And

this book is equally as delightful as the first...or even more so!! I am a huge fan an lucky to have this

book and her first one that is valued at $275 or more now (paid $67 orig. on )...Get yours while you

can!

The photos are stunning and of a high caliber of professionalism. I have a great admiration for the

style of this photographer and their style. Beautiful work!



Viva van story is my favorite pinup photographers, and one of my favorite photographers in general.

Also a big fan of Mosh, one of the models in Vivas books. Love the new book. It's even better than

the last one. It features beautiful alternative models in various see through lingerie. It's erotic, sexy

and classy. I'll definitely be flipping through this book from time to time. Not one of those books that

u look at just once. Very happy with my purchase :)

Great retro pin-ups book. Faithful to their way of taking pictures, full of atmosphere and suggestion,

perfectly capture a cool retro-raunch 1940s vibe. Viva Van Story did it again.....

The book tries to achieve a retro cheesecake photo effect. The models are very pouty and don't

really reflect the wholesomeness and playfulness of the women they try to emulate from a bygone

era.
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